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transportmatters is an industry briefing
note we circulate regularly to clients
and partners interested in urban
transport issues and trends. It aims
to contribute to the discussion on
building productive, prosperous and
liveable cities through integrated
land use and transport planning.
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“The challenge”
“Our four largest cities—Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane
and Perth—are projected to grow from almost
13 million in 2011 to over 18 million in 2031…... The
challenge we face is managing our success so that
infrastructure delivers the economic benefits and
quality of life Australians expect”
- Philip Davies
CEO Infrastructure Australia
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Australia in the world - who do we want to be?
A study in potential
“The real voyage of discovery consists not in
seeking new landscapes, but in having new
eyes”
With apologies to Marcel Proust, gazing
abroad often forces some useful selfcontemplation as a nation. Where do
we want to be in future, how well will
our cities look after us?
In this issue of transportmatters we
consider our place in the world
starting with some observations by
Michael Durkin on a recent trip
through Europe and SE Asia. One of
the topics that should be exercising
our collective minds is our future
export competitiveness driven by
services growth - a long term structural
adjustment to our post-mining boom economy.
Perhaps more pressing on a day to day basis
for all of us is how well our cities work for us as
a community, and on that point we look at the
controversial issue of city liveability rankings on
pages 4, 5 and 12.

Key to maintaining our rankings on those indices
is rigorous and transparent decision making
for the planning of our cities, and on that front
pages 6 and 7 highlight the establishment of
the Transport Australia society (TAs),
the new national home for transport
professionals in Australia.
TAs is making a submission to
Infrastructure Australia’s (IA) Audit
process, open until the middle of
August. IA has identified 10 reform
challenges and is seeking comment
on how to move towards a common
assessment framework for infrastructure
investment and priorities across the
nation.
As is tradition, we also take a quick tour
of the states from a GTA perspective and bring
you up to date with some important policy news.
We hope you enjoy this edition and as always
we’re happy to discuss any of the material in
transportmatters.
The Specialist GTA Team
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message from the MD
G’day!
I wouldn’t typically introduce a piece with this very familiar
greeting as it lacks some obvious professionalism. Yet
while casual in connotation, it speaks to our friendliness,
openness and warmth. Indeed, it’s the simplest of terms
which manages to define us all as Australians and is
a quintessential expression recognised globally that
immediately reaches out and connects so genuinely.
As I type this, I sit some 16,000 km from home in a lovely
apartment in Rome overlooking St Peter’s Basilica. I am
presently enjoying some annual leave with my family and have the exceptionally fortunate
ability to travel and share some wonderful experiences with them.
Travelling provides everyone with the chance to explore and experience new sights,
sounds, food, language and behaviour – all elements that contribute to the fabric of
cultural identity. It also provides an opportunity to reflect on home – what makes us unique,
what we do well, and perhaps some things that we don’t do as well. From a city planning
perspective, it also allows one to casually observe what makes great cities work, what
brings communities together and what urban form, transport services and governance
arrangements make them function.
I also had the benefit of recently attending a conference in Kuala Lumpur that explored
short-to-medium term opportunities for Australian Business in the ASEAN countries. The
discussions were fascinating and highlighted that with some focussed application and
appropriate diligence, the ability to positively contribute to the massive urbanisation
occurring in that region is both exceptional and real.
Returning to my opening greeting, “G’day” is clearly not the only thing that identifies us
as Australians. Our professional services skills are unique and in many cases, recognised
throughout the world as best-practice. Perhaps this goes a long way to explaining why
some of Australia’s leading tertiary institutions are physically present throughout SE Asia and
why significant percentages of tertiary-educated citizens in Malaysia and Singapore (by
way of example) are Australian-educated.
These, along with other ongoing initiatives including the recent Free Trade Agreement
between Australia and China, other FTA’s with neighbouring Asian countries, and the
expansion of further signatories to the Washington Accord (an international accreditation
agreement for professional engineering academic degrees), clearly provides impetus for
local Australian businesses to extend their skills, knowledge and expertise into such regions.
Why are only 9% of Australian businesses currently present in SE Asia? Perhaps the
cultural differences and legislative challenges are too great a hurdle. Or perhaps we
underestimate both our skills and reputation.
Either way, I can’t help recall our forebears who answered the ‘cooee’ call from the
Dardanelles under entirely different circumstances. The challenge was taken up and the
Australian spirit was born.
Is it now time for Australian land use and transport planners to play a greater role with the
international community in building emerging nations?
I hope you enjoy the latest edition of transportmatters.
Best regards (or cheers)
Michael Durkin
Managing Director
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part from giving his name to one of the finest
children’s games in history, Marco Polo gave
us perhaps one of the first travelogues with
descriptions of beauty and squalor and grandeur as he
worked his way to China. On Beijing;
“The city has such a multitude of houses, and such a
vast population inside the walls and outside, that it
seems quite past all possibility. There is a suburb outside
each of the gates, which are 12 in number, and these
suburbs are so great that they contain more people
than in the city itself.” - No Public Transport apparently.

a need to develop objective measures to help them
compare cities. The focus was on identifying cities that
were liveable, or safe, or with high amenity, not just
cities which had interesting bars and a good nightlife
(although to some of us this is very important).

And so was born the Liveable Cities Index. By
categorising cities according to objective measures it
is now possible to compare them across geographies
and cultures, and derive a sense of which cities are
indeed more liveable. Further these indices provide a
framework to identify which cities may present as more
attractive places to start businesses, or send staff. And
by extension, they could also provide a sense of the
level of hardship an employee may face.

The indices below are all different but share some
features which are dear to urban planners and
For centuries the explorers, traders and conquerors
transport planners everywhere. Quality infrastructure,
were the source of these
access to services, public
By categorising cities according to
descriptions of strange and exotic
transport and a sense of safety
objective measures it is now possible to feature prominently in all of the
cities. Gradually this state of
affairs began to change. In the
compare cities across geographies and indices.
17th and 18th centuries accounts
cultures, and derive a sense of which
On the whole Australia performs
began to appear written by young
cities are more liveable
very well compared to cities
gentleman of means, completing
elsewhere. And while it would be drawing a long bow
their education on the ‘Grand Tour’ around Europe.
to claim we had a hand in the results per se, it is clear
The advent of widespread rail infrastructure in the midthat the work that we do (and other firms like us) and
19th century allowed a whole new middle class which
the clients we do it for, will have a significant bearing
had the time, money, and inclination to visit the great
on Australia’s performance in these indices in the
cities of the west and to write about it.
future.
Travel Guides became a thing. Thomas Cook released
And now for the Indices!
handbooks and John Murray and Karl Baedeker
began printing handbooks for travellers which covered
and rated tourist destinations across Europe, the
Economist Intelligence Unit Middle East and North Africa. Post war, Frommer’s and
Best cities ranking and report
The Global Liveability Study
Fodor’s, and others provided blow-by-blow accounts
of where to eat and sleep, what to see and how to get
The Economist uses 30 criteria across
around. Then it was Lonely Planet. And now, pretty
5 major areas: Political stability,
well everyone documents their experiences using
healthcare, culture and environment
Facebook or Instagram or Twitter. Inevitably these
and infrastructure.
accounts relied on drawing comparisons to ‘home’.
TM

A special report from the Economist Intelligence Unit

Nowadays we travel without ever leaving home. We
have interactive maps, travel guides and increasingly
a sense of what it might be like to visit or even live in
a faraway city. This becomes increasingly important
as firms, and the people they employed, began
looking for opportunities around the world. There was

There were 140 cities scored in 2014,
with 4 Australian Cities being rated in
the top 10. Melbourne ended up on
top for the fourth year in a row. Melbourne scored 100 for
infrastructure which either means they live in the CBD or
this is strictly a comparative index. The lovely Damascus,
cradle of civilisation and burning trees is rated last at 140.
Powered by
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Monocle - Quality
of Life Survey

Mercer - Quality of
Life Survey
39 factors grouped into
10 categories: Political
and social, economic,
socio-cultural, health and
sanitation, schools and education, public services and
transportation, recreation services, consumer goods,
housing and the natural environment.
221 cities all scored relative to New York New York (index
100), so nice they named it twice
Vienna and Zurich are one-two with the Australian
cities falling a little further down the tree; Sydney is at
10, Melbourne at 16 and Perth at 22, Adelaide at 27,
Canberra at 30 and plucky Brisbane at 37.

OECD - Regional Well-being
Regional well-being
indicators based
on 9 broad criteria:
education, jobs,
income, safety, health, environment, civic engagement,
accessibility to services and housing.
Covers regions more than cities so there are some
fluctuations from pure city-based metrics. The report
covers 34 countries in the OECD and for 362 regions
within those countries.
Again Australia performs well with all Australian regions
finishing high up on the rankings; indeed 6 of the top 10
regions (states in our case) belong to Australia. The United
States and Norway provide the other two regions.
Slightly less celebratory is the one Australian region which
scored less well – the Northern Territory comes in mid
table at 150th.

the wash up
Across nearly all of the lists Australia performs very well.
This speaks to the general affluence and education of
our people, the planning of the urban environment and a
safe, stable political environment. The big question is how
we maintain that liveability.
What the lists can do is start us thinking about the
challenges that all cities have to face. If the lists really do
speak to liveability, then they should provide a framework
to help us evaluate and prioritise spend in the future in the
hope of ensuring we improve the amenity and liveability
of our cities.
Key to all of the measures in the list are access and
infrastructure, housing density, and affordability. Clearly

Criteria tend to be a
little more qualitative in
this survey being: safety/
crime, international
connectivity, climate/
sunshine, quality of architecture, public transport, tolerance,
environmental issues and access to nature, urban design,
business conditions, pro-active policy developments and
medical care.
Tokyo tops the list just pipping Zurich. Melbourne sits 4th with
Sydney 5th. Along with Germany, Australia has three cities in
the top 25.

Rockefeller - Resilient
Cities
A slightly different tack.
The resilience score looks
at the ability of a city to
deal with shocks of all kinds,
social, economic, political,
environmental and so on. There
are 12 major variables within
4 major criteria evaluated:
infrastructure and environment,
economic and social stability, leadership and strategy and
the health and well-being of its inhabitants.
The framework was developed by Rockefeller in
conjunction with Arup after examining the real drivers
of resilience in cities and what programs they can put in
place to improve their resilience.
There is no ranking per se, just a statement around how
resilient a city is and its greatest threats going forward.
Melbourne’s greatest threats belong to the natural world;
drought and flooding, coastal erosion et al; features we
share with other cities such as Rotterdam and Durban.
Sydney has issues with aging infrastructure and transport
alongside issues relating to climatic changes, traits shared
with Rio and LA amongst others.
See how some cities compare on the back page.
with population growth estimates doubling over the
next 20 years (Infrastructure Australia Audit) the need for
significant spend in the basic infrastructure required to
support the growth in population is required.
This means freeing up land for development as well
as increasing urban density by redeveloping existing
residential and brown-fill sites. It also means building
transport solutions which allow people to connect and
move around as efficiently as we can.
What the lists don’t say, is that although Australian cities
score highly, we can’t afford to be complacent. The
questions are clear: Will our existing infrastructure and
transport services be able to meet the challenges of the
future? Or how will the Brisbane of today compare to the
Brisbane of the future?
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launch of Transport Australia society
If we were to run a “man on the street” test to
determine what people thought contributed
most to quality of life in a city I’m not sure
transport infrastructure would be #1 with a bullet.
Probably not in the Top 10 either. Top 20, well,
that sounds about right.
However if you look at the article on the Liveable
Cities Indices, it is clear that one of the things that
drives the high ranking of Australian cities is the
quality of our infrastructure. Although it may not
seem to be the case when you’re stuck in the
usual evening traffic jam, all of
our major cities score highly in
transport infrastructure, as well
as the other major infrastructure
categories; energy, water and
telecommunications.
If we want to maintain that
liveability, it’s critical that there
is an informed debate on
the continued investment in
infrastructure, especially with a focus on meeting
the challenges facing growing cities everywhere.
Engineers Australia (EA) has spent the last two
years establishing a group whose focus is solely
on leading the debate on issues affecting the
transport infrastructure of Australian cities. This
group was officially launched recently as the
Transport Australia society (TAs).
The aim of Transport Australia is to be ‘front and
centre’ in the transport debate focusing on
material issues that matter to the community.
Currently much of the debate on transport
infrastructure centres on evaluating the merits of
the ‘next big thing’; toll roads, new metro tunnels,
new ports or similar. TAs will help move that
focus from being predominately on the delivery
side, to one in which transport professionals
have more input into the strategy, planning and

decision making cycles.
The three main aims of TAs are:
• Be part of the decision making process on
large infrastructure projects at a National
and State level; - not just delivery;
• To move the debate on large infrastructure
projects, from one on ‘cost of build” to one
which clearly identifies benefits; and
• To explain and provide evidence around
new technologies and how they can drive
material improvement in
people’s quality of life.
At the recent launch of
Transport Australia in Sydney,
by Philip Davies, CEO of
Infrastructure Australia,
the new Chair of Transport
Australia, GTA’s own Christian
Griffith, put it this way:
“Transport Australia’s primary
purpose is to improve national well-being,
productivity and sustainability by influencing key
transport decisions.
Our scope covers the movement of people and
freight into and out of Australia, around Australia
and within our cities and towns.
We’ll deal with the important issues affecting the
community and we won’t be afraid to get the
message into the public debate where we think
that’s constructive.
To make things happen we’ll be active on
a number of fronts across public comment
and education, professional development,
policy development, improving practices, and
celebrating achievements.
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Our main activity will be on ‘front-end’ and
material decisions about transport policies,
infrastructure and technologies.”
Griffith then set out the most pressing items on
the Agenda for Transport Australia;
• Advocating for adequate and timely
transport investment and efficient delivery;
• Supporting transport solutions that improve
safety, reduce pollution and congestion and
improve trade;
• Balancing investment
across private car,
public transport
and walk and cycle
initiatives in our cities;

all transport professionals to get behind the new
group.
To have a say on what goes on within Transport
Australia and be part of setting the agenda for
transport Infrastructure go to:
www.engineersaustralia.org.au/TAs
“Our Infrastructure Challenges”
If there is one clear indication of where the
debate on infrastructure in Australia is headed,
it can be found in the Infrastructure Australia
(IA) Audit of Australia’s infrastructure; “Our
Infrastructure Challenges”.

The Audit, released in
improving national well-being
May this year, sets out
productivity and sustainability by influencing the key challenges for
planning and investment
key transport decisions
• Protecting our key air
in Infrastructure over the
and sea ports through
next 15 years. IA is seeking
compatible land use
feedback on the Audit
planning and costacross the following areas:
effective road and rail linkages;
• Key Findings; - what are your suggested
• Sounding the alarm bells about sub-standard
solutions to the issues raided;
transport infrastructure; and
• Key Challenges; - how can we overcome
• Facilitating a national reform agenda to put
the challenges facing us in the next 15 years;
us on the right track for the future.
and
As to what success might look like, Griffith,
• Priorities; - what are your priorities around
suggested that Transport Australia is fulfilling its
infrastructure solutions over the next 5 to 15
brief when “transport professionals are regularly
years.
at the decision making table, when we’ve
Later this year IA will release an Infrastructure
created a forum for transport professionals to
Plan.
come together (as a group) and when we see
evidence of improved public debate about
strategic transport issues”.
Key to all this will be ensuring that Transport
Australia is a dynamic group with as many
voices being heard as possible. If the group
is really to represent a broad consensus, or at
least a considered position, it is incumbent on

You can find out more at:
www.infrastructureaustralia.gov.au
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policy news from from around Australia
national

western australia
The Senate Standing Economics
Reference Committee has delivered
a report titled “Out of Reach? The
housing affordability challenge.”

The report works through the myriad
of issues driving the debate on
affordability; - median house prices
outstripping wage growth, the lack of
desirable housing stock in the right areas, the role of
investors, and a large section concerning the type of
accommodation being provided.
More here: http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_
Business/Committees/Senate/Economics/Affordable_
housing_2013/Report

•
•
•
•

victoria
The Government has
introduced legislation into
the Parliament to create
Infrastructure Victoria. Its
primary functions include:
• Preparing a 30 year Infrastructure Strategy to
identify Victoria’s infrastructure needs and how
they can be met;
• Providing advice to the government on
infrastructure matters;
• Publishing research on infrastructure matters.
You can find it here: http://www.dpc.vic.gov.
au/images/documents/Infrastructure_Victoria/
Infrastructure_Victoria_brochure_June_2015.pdf

new south wales
State Environment
Planning Policy SEPP
65 – June 2015 –
Apartment Design
Guide
This policy aims to deliver a better living environment
for the residents living in apartments as well as
enhancing streetscapes and neighbourhoods across
the State.
It does this by establishing a consistent approach to
the design of apartments and how they are assessed
by councils. Most of the approach relates directly
to ‘quality of life’ issues and seeks to implement or
recommend guidelines which deliver that quality.

Perth and Peel @ 3.5 Million
asks the question; how do we
ensure that the Perth/Peel
region is a liveable community
of 3.5 Million inhabitants? 5
strategic pillars drive the plan.
• Liveable: safe, inclusive,
healthy engaged and creative
Prosperous: a strong competitive economy
which draws people from all over the globe
Connected: efficient transport links, with strong
connectivity
Sustainable: manage its ecological footprint
and improving its connection to the natural
environment
Collaborative: Government, business and the
community working closely to progress the aims
and objectives for all

More here: http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/dop_
pub_pdf/pp_part1.pdf

queensland
Delivering an Infrastructure
Plan for Queensland sets out
the objectives and processes
the newly elected government
believes will deliver the required
infrastructure for Queensland.
The three phases outlined in the
paper are:
• Infrastructure objectives: identifying the priorities for infrastructure in Queensland;
• Future infrastructure directions: a focus on the
planning and assessment of future infrastructure projects, including funding, procurement
and delivery process; and
• Infrastructure pipeline: creation of a ‘twohorizon’ approach to the provision of infrastructure. The first horizon is a 4 year pipeline of
work focusing on more immediate needs with
an eye to building certainty around projects
in planning. The second is a 15 year horizon
for longer term planning focusing on meeting
future challenges.
You can find it here: http://www.dilgp.qld.gov.au/
resources/paper/delivering-infrastructure-plan-forqld-directions-paper.pdf

You can find it here: http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/
betterapartments
transportmatters Issue 8, Volume 2, 2015
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perth: celebrates 1 year
on the GTA couch: tanya moran

We sat down on the couch with Tanya
Moran, a Director in our Perth office, to
discuss the unique challenges involved in
opening an office in a new city
Tell us about the Perth office.
Perth has always been a part of GTA’s strategic plan
and I’m happy to say we are well and truly up and
going. The office has just celebrated its first full year
of operations and we are just about to triple our staff
numbers which speaks to our strong, steady growth.

And how is GTA ‘fitting in’ to the Perth market?
I think Perth is a little bit different to the rest of Australia,
and it does take some time to get known here. I think
we are doing a good job in establishing ourselves in
the market, and are beginning to earn a reputation
as a specialist transport team. I think these skills will
become more critical in tackling the state’s challenging
infrastructure task ahead and we are well positioned for
growth.

The tyranny of distance…
No doubt, being so remote has shaped Perth’s identity,
in the way we think, live and do business. The state has
experienced very strong economic and population
growth. I think people here have an open-mind and
are happy to ‘have a go’ at finding unique workable
solutions, especially in response to the rapid growth. It is
a unique place.
I think this is where having a GTA office in Perth can really
help. We are able to combine local knowledge and
understanding of the market with GTA‘s experience
and expertise from across the country to tailor the

best client outcomes possible. This means that we
can bring GTA’s skills to bear across all project phases,
from Government advisory work on feasibility studies,
to modelling passenger flows, to delivering detailed
transport engineering drawings.
It’s difficult to grasp sometimes how 120 transport
specialists can fuse so well at a national scale. It’s very
refreshing to see so many like-minded professionals
working under the same banner. And because of the
depth of skills and experience this means that our clients
do receive the best, cost-effective solutions possible.
So, in the end, apart from the time difference on
conference calls (!), it feels like we really are a small, but
important part of the GTA team offering terrific service
for all of our local clients.

What is the Perth office working on at the
moment?
• Offering specialist advisory services for the first-of-itskind Cycling Demonstration Projects across Perth for
the Department of Transport.
• Advising Main Roads WA on how to sweat the
existing traffic signal assets on our major arterial
roads, tapping into our 20 years of SCATS operation
expertise.
• Peer reviewing WA’s first ever large scale Aimsun
Mesoscopic Traffic Model for some 30km of the
Mitchell Freeway.
• Numerous large scale land development projects
across the Perth and Peel region.
For more information on our Perth office,
call (08) 6316 4634 or email tanya.moran@gta.com.au

a new addition
We are delighted to announce
the arrival of Mark Fowler,
a local traffic and transport
engineering specialist and
part of the growing GTA team
in WA.
Welcome Mark!
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state of the states
victoria

The government’s infrastructure agenda is beginning
to take shape. Highlights are:
• Infrastructure Victoria is being put in place to
manage the State’s infrastructure Agenda;
• The Citylink Tulla widening project is up and going an extra 23.8KM of road widening from the City Link
Tunnels to the airport;
• Design and planning for the Melbourne Metro is
underway, and the Melbourne Metro Authority in
operation.
• Contracts announced for the removal of eight level
crossings.
• Assessment of Transurban’s Western Distributor
project is progressing and
• Ongoing work to progress the lease of the Port of
Melbourne.
Simon Davies
Director

simon.davies@gta.com.au

key project
source: www.chc.com.au

St Kilda Triangle
ARM Architecture for City of
Port Phillip

GTA has recently started working to provide input on
new masterplan options for the St Kilda Triangle Site in
St Kilda, as part of a multi-disciplinary team.
GTA’s role is to support the co-design process so that
the options are well integrated from a transport and
access point of view, and respond to community
needs. The next steps include a community and
stakeholder engagement co-design workshop, to
run through August. The business case is expected
to be ready in November, aimed at attracting future
government and private sector funding.
“The overwhelming feedback we have received
so far is that the project should generate cultural
production, support the Palais Theatre, include a
park, provide car parking, encourage visits to St Kilda
and improve the pedestrian crossing across Jacka
Boulevard,” Mayor Amanda Stevens said.
For more information contact Tom Courtice in the
Melbourne office.

nsw/act

New South Wales is enjoying a relatively stable
political environment, coupled with a very strong
development cycle, resulting in NSW leading the
other states in economic terms. The Government
has been re-elected on the back of promises to
continue with infrastructure spending, which is
mostly directed at transportation infrastructure.
Projects like WestConnex, Second Harbour
Rail Crossing, Pacific Highway Upgrades, and
Congested Road Corridor Program provide the
construction industry with a significant pipeline of
work that will underpin further growth in the NSW
economy. In turn, we’re excited to be participating
in the planning of these projects along with
ongoing transport infrastructure advisory work.

Chris Wilson
Director

chris.wilson@gta.com.au

Tim de Young
Director

tim.deyoung@gta.com.au

key project
Regional Transport
Interchange Upgrades
Transport for NSW

The NSW Government recently announced a
multi-million dollar upgrade of the Byron Bay Bus
Interchange. This forms part of their Long Term
Transport Master Plan, the overarching NSW Long
Term Transport Master Plan, the relevant Regional
Transport Plans and the Disability Action Plan. We
are heavily involved in concept planning and
upgrades to 10 transport interchanges as part of
these plans, leading a team of transport specialists,
architects, engineers and designers appointed by
Transport for NSW.
Contact Ronaldo Manahan in the Sydney office for
more information.
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queensland
The political and economic situation in Queensland
is challenging. As the newly elected government
seeks to establish their mandate, a key barometer
will be the delivery of infrastructure and service
improvements that spur economic development
under conditions of fiscal restraint.
GTA is providing advice in design, planning and
impact assessment to support development
approvals across the State. We are also assisting
Government plan the 2018 Commonwealth
Games, and growing our services in Strategic
Transport Planning, Public Transport and Active
Travel to respond to the emerging challenges and
opportunities.

Mac Hulbert
Director

mac.hulbert@gta.com.au

western australia
The 2015/16 Budget saw continuation of the major
social and economic plans in WA.
Asset sales continue with Fremantle Port and the
WA TAB looming as the two largest. Sale proceeds
will be used to retire debt as well as help fund a
series of programs across infrastructure and transport
portfolios.
The major roads and transport projects on the
government’s funding horizon include:
• Forrestfield Airport Link - $2b and 2,000 jobs - due
for completion in 2020
• Gateway WA - $1b and 7,000 jobs - due for
completion in 2016
• Perth Freight Link - $1.6b and 11,000 jobs - due for
completion in 2019
• NorthLink WA - $1.1b and 7,700 jobs - due for
completion in 2019
• Perth City Link rail and bus works - $569m and
3,000 jobs - due for completion 2016
• $5m to plan for 300 C-series railcars
• $72m for cycle paths over four years
Tanya Moran
Director

tanya.moran@gta.com.au

key project
south australia
The Big Build in South Australia is continuing on the
upgrade of the North-South Corridor along South
Road, with the key Darlington and Torren to Torrens
sections currently in design. These joint Federal and
State projects, funded to the tune of $1.5 billion, will
be part of a key road corridor on the western side of
Adelaide. It will provide a free-flowing link between
Sellicks Beach in the south and Gawler in the north.
It is envisaged that these two projects will be
completed by 2018, upon which further sections will
be released for construction, including the Northern
Connector and the mid-western link of South Road
between the River Torrens and Darlington. Further
sections of the corridor are being planned and
assessed.
Paul Morris
Director

paul.morris@gta.com.au

Progression of the Local
Roads Demonstration
Projects from the Cycling
Imagineering Workshop
Department of Transport
(WA)

In March 2015 a Cycling
Imagineering Workshop
was held in Perth with
140 stakeholders to
develop and explore
innovative options with
a focus on a safe and
connected network for
all cyclists.
One of the main actions coming out of the
workshop is the development of demonstration
projects for low speed bike boulevards and
precincts with low traffic volumes (under 1,000 vpd).
This type of approach is not currently used in Perth
and the Department of Transport has sourced the
skills of GTA’s cycling specialist Dick van den Dool to
lead the projects.
More info here: www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au
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city liveability indices - a selection of rankings
Helsinki

• EIU - 8
• Monocle - 8
• Mercer - 31

Vancouver

• EIU - 3
• Monocle - 7
• Mercer - 5

Tokyo

• EIU - 22
• Monocle - 1
• Mercer - 90

Vienna

• EIU - 2
• Monocle - 2
• Mercer - 1

Dubai

• EIU - 90
• Mercer - 75

Johannesburg

Buenos Aires

• EIU - 95
• Mercer 90

• EIU - 62
• Mercer - 91

Melbourne

• EIU – 1
• Monocle - 4
• Mercer - 16

EIU = Economist Liveability Index; Monocle = Quality of Life Survey; Mercer = Quality of life Index
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Thank you for your interest. We welcome your comments. Please get in touch with Christian Griffith in the Melbourne Office for further information.
transportmatters has been carefully prepared by GTA Consultants. This industry briefing note is not intended to be
comprehensive and neither GTA Consultants nor any persons involved in its preparation accept any form of liability for
its contents. The information contained in it should not be relied upon to replace professional advice on specific matters.
transportmatters is able to be reproduced provided GTA Consultants is acknowledged as the source.
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